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Abstract:

Sewer pipes are currently manually inspected by trained inspectors, making the process prone to human errors,
which can be potentially critical. There is therefore a great research and industry interest in automating the
sewer inspection process. Previous research have been focused on working with 2D image data, similar to how
inspections are currently conducted. There is, however, a clear potential for utilizing recent advances within
3D computer vision for this task. In this paper we investigate the feasibility of applying two modern deep
learning methods, DGCNN and PointNet, on a new publicly available sewer point cloud dataset. As point
cloud data from real sewers is scarce, we investigate using synthetic data to bootstrap the training process.
We investigate four data scenarios, and find that training on synthetic data and fine-tune on real data gives the
best results, increasing the metrics by 6-10 percentage points for the best model. Data and code is available at
https://bitbucket.org/aauvap/sewer3dclassification.

1

INTRODUCTION

The sewerage infrastructure is one of the largest, but
also most forgotten, infrastructures in our modern society. In the United States there are currently approximately 2 million km of sewer pipes serving nearly 240
million Americans. By 2036 the sewerage infrastructure is expected to serve an additional 56 million users
(American Society of Civil Engineers, 2017). The
size of the sewerage infrastructure poses a clear problem during maintenance, as it is near impossible to
regularly inspect all stretches of sewer pipes. Furthermore, sewer maintenance requires skilled inspectors
who are capable of operating the required equipment
to inspect the buried pipes. These inspections are
conducted using a remote-controlled “tractor”, which
the inspector controls from a vehicle above ground.
This can be both demanding and slow, and potentially
prone to human errors.
To deal with this problem, one possibility is to
use an autonomous or semi-autonomous robotic solution. Such solutions have been successfully dea
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veloped and deployed for tunnel walls inspection
(Menendez et al., 2018), transmission and electrical
wires (Qin et al., 2018), underwater ship hulls (Garrido et al., 2018), wind turbine blades (Car et al.,
2020), among others. An important characteristic that
each of these solutions share, is that the robotic system needs to have appropriate sensors for both selflocalization and mapping the environment, as well as
capturing enough information from the surfaces such
that a proper inspection of potential damages or obstructions can be achieved. To ensure that enough information is captured, 3D information in the form of
depth images and point clouds, is chosen in addition
to traditional 2D images. To capture such information, different sensor can be used - LiDAR laser scanners (Nasrollahi et al., 2019; Ravi et al., 2020), stereo
cameras (Wen et al., 2017), photogrammetry (Nielsen
et al., 2020), time-of-flight and structured light cameras (Pham et al., 2016; Santur et al., 2016).
Sewer inspection data presented in the state-ofthe-art is normally not available as public datasets,
and the ones used are focused around 2D RGB images (Haurum and Moeslund, 2020). However, capturing large amounts of 3D inspection data from sewers is not a trivial task. Therefore, we look into using synthetic data for training a sewer inspection algorithm. The creation of such synthetic data has been
detailed in the work of Henriksen et al. (2020), where
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sewer pipes were 3D modeled and used in a custom simulation environment, together with an approximated PMD Pico Flexx (CamBoard, 2018) time-offlight camera, to generate 3D point clouds. We therefore look into using synthetic data to bootstrap the
training process of a deep learning based 3D sewer
defect classifier. The main contributions of this paper
are threefold:
1. A publicly available dataset of synthetic and real
point clouds of normal and defective sewer pipes.
2. Demonstrating the feasibility of using 3D point
clouds and geometric deep learning methods for
classifying sewer defects.
3. A comparison of the effect of synthetic and/or real
data when training a defect classifier.

2

RELATED WORK

Automated Sewer Inspections.
Vision-based
automation of sewer defects has traditionally been
based on 2D image data from Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) and Sewer Scanner and Evaluation
Technology (SSET) sewer inspections. CCTV and
SSET inspection data have been used for nearly
30 years, with methods ranging from morphology
based discriminators (Sinha and Fieguth, 2006a,b,c;
Su et al., 2011), to using feature descriptors and
machine learning classifiers (Yang and Su, 2008; Wu
et al., 2013; Myrans et al., 2018), and within the
recent years using deep learning for classification,
detection, and segmentation (Hassan et al., 2019; Li
et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2020; Wang and Cheng,
2020). For an in-depth review of these methods we
refer to the survey by Haurum and Moeslund (2020).
There has, however, been significantly less work on
detecting defects using 3D sensors. 3D sensors are
interesting as some sewer defects, such as displaced
joints and obstacles, may not be immediately visually
apparent, but can be obvious when looking at the
depth information. Traditionally two types of sensors
have been used: Laser scanners and ultrasound. Laser
scanners have been used extensively by Duran et al.
for binary defect detection of cracks, defective joints,
and obstacles, by utilizing depth and the intensity of
the reflected light as input for fully-connected neural
networks (Duran et al., 2003, 2004, 2007). Similarly,
Lepot et al. (2017) designed a novel laser scanner
for detecting displaced joints, cracks, and deposits,
which works in a comparable way as to CCTV inspections. Tezerjani et al. (2015) similarly proposed
a novel laser scanner design for defect detection
and extracting pipe geometry. Furthermore, Ahrary
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et al. (2006) and Kolesnik and Baratoff (2000) have
used laser scanners for navigation purposes as well
as detecting defects and recovering the geometry of
the pipe. Iyer et al. (2012) utilized ultrasound based
methods for detecting cracks and holes in concrete
pipes. Khan and Patil have proposed detection cracks
in PVC pipes by analyzing the acoustic response
under different conditions using frequency domain
analysis (Khan and Patil, 2018a,b). Alejo et al.
have utilized RGB-D camera for localization and
defect classification, utilizing graph based learning
and convolutional neural networks (CNN) (Alejo
et al., 2017, 2020). Furthermore, as documented
by Haurum and Moeslund (2020) there is a lack of
public dataset and code releases for methods based
on CCTV and SSET inspections, which is also the
case with methods designed for inspections using 3D
sensors.
Geometric Deep Learning. Within recent years the
application of deep learning methods on unstructured
3D data, such as point clouds, have gained interest
within the computer vision community. The earliest
methods utilized specialized voxel-based methods
(Qi et al., 2016) and reutilizing 2D CNNs in a
multiview-based approach (Su et al., 2015) in order
to classify objects, resulting in, respectively, high
memory consumption and slow computation times.
Qi et al. were the first to successfully process the
raw point clouds using the fully-connected neural
network architectures, PointNet (Qi et al., 2017a)
and PointNet++ (Qi et al., 2017b). This work has
been expanded upon within the autonomous vehicle
community for object detection and segmentation
(Lang et al., 2019; Vora et al., 2020), amongst other
point based methods (Zhou and Tuzel, 2018; Wang
et al., 2019). 3D point clouds can also be observed
as a graph problem, which was utilized by Wang
et al. (2019) in the Dynamic Graph CNN (DGCNN)
architecture, where edge information between points
are aggregated to better learn local and global information. For a review of the geometric deep learning
field we refer to the work of Bronstein et al. (2017)
and Cao et al. (2020).
Synthetic Data. In the current era of machine learning based methods, representative training data is essential. However, it may not always be possible to
acquire the necessary training data, as it can be prohibitively expensive. This is especially apparent when
working on tasks where the interesting parts are rare,
such as defect detection. The generation of representative synthetic data has therefore been increasingly
investigated. Tobin et al. (2017) proposed the Do-
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Figure 1: Example point clouds from the real and synthetic pipe setup. Defects are shown in red for easier visualization.

main Randomization (DR) method, which generates
randomized renderings of a scene in order to train a
robot. Prakash et al. (2019) expanded on this method
by accounting for the structure in the scene, called
Structured Domain Randomization (SDR), which was
demonstrated on the KITTY object detection task.
Beery et al. (2020) showed using large amount of synthetic data can help handle the long tailed distribution
that occurs in the animal classification task, showing
the promise of synthetic data. Lastly, Henriksen et al.
(2020) proposed an SDR based synthetic data generator for PVC sewer pipes, which can generate displaced joints and defective rubber rings in the joints.

3

DATASET

As mentioned in Section 2 there are currently no publicly available datasets within the sewer inspection
field. We therefore construct our own dataset, consisting of normal non-defective pipes and defective pipes
with three different kinds of defects: displaced joints,
defective rubber rings, and obstructions in the form of
bricks. The three defect types are selected as they are
observed frequently in the real world. As 3D sensors
are very rarely used for sewer inspections, the constructed dataset consists of synthetic point cloud data,
as well as real data obtained in a lab environment.

3.1

Synthetic Data Generation

We base our synthetic data generation on the SDRbased approach proposed by Henriksen et al. (2020).
The proposed data generator generates a random

Figure 2: An example pipe configuration, used for collecting the point cloud data from the physical setup.

sewer network consisting of clean PVC pipes, with
no water or sediments, and randomly places defects
along the pipes. A virtual approximation of the PMD
Pico Flexx time-of-flight sensor is moved through the
sewer network, and record synthetic point clouds.
The generated defects are, however, constrained
to only displaced joints and defective rubber rings,
which are concurrent. We update the simulator to allow displaced joints and defective rubber rings to occur independent of each other, and further extend it to
allow for randomly placed bricks in the pipe. Bricks
are chosen, because of their relatively basic shape, not
prone to many variations, compared to other possible
obstructions in sewer pipes. This way the overall defect classification performance of the algorithms can
be evaluated, without the need to create too many different shape cases. The bricks are placed by applying
a random force to the brick, which pushes it into a
random position and orientation in the pipe. We constrain the simulator to only allow one kind of defect
per extracted point cloud, in order to be able to deter893
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Figure 3: The Pico Flexx distance errors, compared to a
laser range finder at distances between 0.2m and 2m.

mine the effect of each type of defect.

3.2

Physical Data Collection

In order to collect point clouds from a set of real PVC
sewer pipes, a physical setup was created in an indoor
laboratory, see Figure 2. The data was collected using
a PMD Pico Flex sensor. As no sewer data captured
with the Pico Flex sensor is available, we conduct
a simple test, to verify its accuracy presented in its
datasheet (CamBoard, 2018). The sensor is mounted
on a moving platform and directed towards a white
wall with an approximately Lambertian surface. The
sensor is then moved away from the wall at equal
0.1m intervals, starting from 0.2m until 2m. A Leica
DISTO laser range finder, is used to capture ground
truth data at each position, as it has a known accuracy
of 0.03m. The two sensors are calibrated to the same
distance measurement at 0.2m. The difference between the two are presented on Figure 3. The distance
errors are higher than the ones given in the datasheet
CamBoard (2018) for the camera. This needs to be
taken into account, as these distance errors, might result in noise or deformations in the selected pipe segments, especially between 0.8m and 1.5m.
Five different pipe segments, with a diameter of
400 mm were used for data collection: two straight
pipes, and three corner pipes with turning angles of
15, 30, and 45 degrees. The pipe segments were combined in different permutation, with the sensor moved
through the pipes while placed in the center. Defects
were added to the pipes by randomly placing bricks
or rubber rings in the pipes, or displacing the joints of
the pipe segments. As in the synthetic data generator,
only one type of defect is present at a time.

3.3

Comparison between Real and
Synthetic Data

Examples of the real and synthetic data are shown in
Figure 1, with one example per class. One problem
found from the real data captured with the Pico Flexx
894

Figure 4: Example of point clouds captured with the real
Pico Flexx and the holes, caused by missing data.

sensor, is the presence of “holes” in both the depth
map and the point cloud - areas, where no depth data
is captured. These holes depend on the environmental lighting, the distance and orientation of the imaged
surface, compared to the camera, as well as the glossiness of the surface. Examples of such holes can be
seen in Figure 4. One way we address this problem
is by subsampling both the synthetic and real point
cloud data, which lowers the density variation of the
point clouds. More information, about the subsampling process can be found in Section 4.1.

3.4 Dataset Split
The acquired synthetic and real data are divided into
training, validation and test splits, as shown in Table
1. We choose to place the majority of the real data
(85%) in the test split, as to reflect the real world
data situation, where inspection data is in the form
of CCTV and SSET videos and annotated 3D data is
limited. Inversely, we utilize the majority of the synthetic data in the training and validation splits. We
make sure there is no data leakage between splits by
generating new synthetic data for each split, and splitting the real data based on the pipe segment configurations. We balance the amount of defective and normal data, such that the problem is more well-behaved,
which is standard within the sewer defect classification field (Li et al., 2019; Hassan et al., 2019).

4

METHODS

The proposed method consists of two steps: preprocessing the data and the deep learning models.

4.1 Data Preprocessing
Training a deep learning model on the raw point cloud
data is infeasible due to the large number of points,
leading to high memory consumption. It is therefore
necessary to subsample the point clouds in order to
efficiently process them. Before subsampling point
clouds, it is preferred to reduce the number of outliers that may occur. This can prevent subsampling
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Table 1: Overview of the data in the different data splits. The Displacement (Disp.), Brick, and Rubber Ring columns represent
the amount of point clouds for the three investigated defect types.

Split
Training
Validation
Test
Total

Normal
5,365
1,385
1,350
8,100

Synthetic
Disp. Brick Rubber Ring
1,811 1,822
1,802
439
428
448
450
450
450
2,700 2,700
2,700

approaches being biased by the outliers and rather focus on points containing relevant geometric information of a given pipe. Points that are stored in the origin
of a point cloud are discarded, as they represent points
that did not return a valid value. Afterwards, Statistical Outlier Removal (SOR) (Barnett and Lewis, 1984)
is applied to discard aberrative points that heavily differ from the geometric representation of a pipe.
We subsample the point clouds to 1024 points, the
number of points originally used for the PointNet approach. Traditionally the subsampling step has been
performed by applying the Farthest Point Sampling
method, which iteratively selects the point in the point
cloud which is farthest away from the previously selected points (Qi et al., 2017a). This is, however,
not the best approach for our data, as some defects
manifest themselves as points in the middle of the
pipe, which would be subsequently removed. Therefore we apply two different subsampling approaches
sequentially. First we apply a spatial subsampling
step Rousseeuw and Leroy (2005), which enforces a
minimum distance, d, between each point. d is selected such that more than 1024 points remain, though
d may change per point cloud. d is initially set to
0.03, and decremented by 0.004 each time the resulting point cloud has less than 1024 points. Afterwards
the point cloud is reduced to 1024 through uniformly
sampling the subsampled point cloud. As a last step
the subsampled point clouds are normalized into a
unit sphere. Examples of a pipe segment before and
after the preprocessing steps can be seen in Figure 5.

4.2

Model Architectures

We investigate the performance of two state-of-theart geometric deep learning methods: PointNet (Qi
et al., 2017a) and DGCNN (Wang et al., 2019).
We choose PointNet to get a baseline performance,
whereas DGCNN is chosen to evaluate the effectiveness of the advances within the field. PointNet is built
upon sequentially applying the same fully-connected
sub-networks on the individual points, in parallel.
This way each point is processed independently of
any other points. In order to aggregate the feature
information of each point, the symmetric max pool-

Normal
140
31
244
415

Disp.
45
12
85
142

Real
Brick
45
12
76
133

(a) Before Subsampling

Rubber Ring
44
13
80
137

Total
11,074
2,768
3,185
17,027

(b) After Subsampling

Figure 5: Example of a sewer pipe segment before and after
the subsampling preprocessing steps.

ing function is used. Furthermore, the PointNet architecture includes a special sub-network called a T-Net,
which predicts an affine transformation matrix used
to align the input into a canonical form. The T-Net
is applied in the beginning on the raw input, as well
as the intermediate features. However, the intermediate feature alignment matrix is learned in a high dimensional space, which makes the optimization process more difficult (Qi et al., 2017a). Therefore, Qi
et al. (2017a) regularize the feature alignment matrix,
A, by forcing it to be close to an orthogonal matrix, as
shown in Equation 1.
Lreg = ||I − AAT ||2F

(1)

The DGCNN network builds upon the PointNet architecture, by introducing the EdgeConv layer between
each of the shared fully-connected subnetworks. For
each point, xi , in point cloud, the EdgeConv layer
finds the k closest points in the feature space, x j , including the point itself. For all k points, a learnable
edge function, denoted h(xi , x j ), is applied, and the
obtained edge features are aggregated using a symmetric aggregation function. In DGCNN, h is defined
as a fully-connected network which takes the concatenation of xi and x j − xi as input, while the aggregation
function is a simple channel wise max operation. This
way both global and local shape information is captured in the EdgeConv layer.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We approach the task as a multi-class classification
task, where we have to determine whether the point

895
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Table 2: Relevant hyperparameters and the chosen values.
For the learning rate and weight decay we try all permutations of the specified values.

Parameter
Learning Rate (η)
Momentum
Weight Decay
Dropout Rate
Batch Size
Epochs

Table 3: Performance of the PointNet and DGCNN networks on the real data test split, for all four data scenarios.
All metrics are the weighted average across all classes.

Value
[10−3 , 10−2 , 10−1 ]
0.9
[10−5 , 10−4 , 10−3 , 10−2 , 10−1 ]
0.5
32
50

cloud represents a sewer with one of the three considered defects, or whether it is a normal sewer pipe.
The PointNet and DGCNN networks are trained and
evaluated using the dataset described in Section 3.
The two selected networks are trained under four different data scenarios:
S1 Train on synthetic data.

Model
PointNet-S1
DGCNN-S1
PointNet-S2
DGCNN-S2
PointNet-S3
DGCNN-S3
PointNet-S4
DGCNN-S4

Model
PointNet-S1
DGCNN-S1
PointNet-S2
DGCNN-S2
PointNet-S3
DGCNN-S3
PointNet-S4
DGCNN-S4

S3 Train on synthetic and real data.
S4 Train on synthetic data, and fine-tune on real data.
The validation and test splits consist of both real and
synthetic data for all data scenarios. By testing these
different data scenarios we hope to determine the
effect of the synthetic data, and how to best utilize the
small amount of real life data which may be available.

We evaluate the models by considering their confusion matrices on the real test data as shown in Figure 7-8, as well as the precision, recall, and F1-score

896

Recall
15.88
20.62
16.49
50.31
32.16
22.27
27.42
26.19

F1
5.25
17.65
4.67
33.68
30.23
16.66
24.24
23.58

Table 4: Performance of the PointNet and DGCNN networks on the entire data test split, for all four data scenarios.
All metrics are the weighted average across all classes.

S2 Train on real data.

For each method and scenario we utilize the hyperparameters shown in Table 2 and perform grid search
over the learning rate, η, and the weight decay. For
DGCNN we set k to 20, while for PointNet we weight
the regularization loss Lreg by 0.001. The models are
trained for 50 epochs using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with Momentum, and cosine annealing
(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) the learning rate from
η to η · 10−2 , and the Cross Entropy loss objective.
We handle the class-imbalance between the normal
pipes and three defects by weighing the loss objective
differently for each class. The class weights are set as
the proportion of class samples compared to the class
with the most samples. Lastly, the data is augmented
during training by jittering each point with noise from
a Gaussian distribution, with zero mean and 0.02
standard deviation. For scenario 1, 2, and 3 we select
the model which achieved the best validation loss.
For scenario 4 we take the best performing model in
scenario 1 and fine-tune it, with identical parameters
except the selected η, which is multiplied by 10−1 .

Precision
3.58
29.02
2.72
25.31
28.61
34.55
23.17
39.69

Precision
8.00
57.57
2.77
25.05
34.36
58.72
28.37
50.37

Recall
17.21
56.73
16.64
50.05
32.40
57.52
36.11
36.61

F1
6.70
57.09
4.75
33.39
31.65
58.67
30.98
35.25

in Table 3-4. The metrics are calculated as the average of the binary metrics for each class, where each
class is weighted by the proportion of the class in the
dataset. We present the resulting metrics for the real
test data, as well as for the full test data split. Lastly,
we also investigate the effect of the ratio of real life
data used when fine-tuning the models in data scenario 4. We investigate using between 0% (i.e. no
fine-tuning) up to 100% of the real training data, in
increments of 10%. The resulting metrics for the real
data test split are shown in Figure 6.

6

DISCUSSION

From the results it is evident that the DGCNN network consistently outperforms the PointNet network.
Even the best performing case of PointNet, trained
using data scenario 3, which scores the highest F1
score, consistently avoids predicting the rubber rings.
This is a general theme throughout the trained PointNet networks, which in all other cases stick to predicting one or two classes. Comparatively, the DGCNN
networks makes more well rounded predictions, with
only DGCNN-S2 consistently predicting a single
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Figure 7: Confusion matrices of the real data test split, for the DGCNN architecture and four data scenarios. Disp. and RR
denotes Displacement and Rubber Ring. respectively.
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class. This is reflected by the consistently high metrics. Therefore, it appears that there is a clear benefit
of the EdgeConv layers for the sewer defect classification task. This makes sense as both the local and the
global structure is affected by defects, due to shadowing of the sensor and changes to the pipe itself.
When looking into the different data strategies, it
is found that using either only synthetic or real data
is a poor strategy. Instead the best results were obtained by pre-training on synthetic data, followed by
fine-tuning on real data. This led to a consistent improvement over both data scenario 1 and 3 on the real
data. Looking at Figure 6, we see that the ratio of real
point cloud data used to fine-tune the DGCNN network is proportional to the metric performance. However, the PointNet network again converges to a point
where only one or two classes are predicted, as seen in
Figure 8(d). We can therefore conclude that synthetic
training data can be used to bootstrap the training process of a 3D sewer defect classifier.
However, the networks are not a perfect classifier,
as there are several failure points. As mentioned earlier, only one of the PointNets managed to converge
to a usable classifier, with the rest instead simply predicting one or two classes. Conversely, the DGCNN
converge to a more usable classifier. However, the

40
35
30
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20
15

DGCNN

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Data Ratio (%)

Figure 6: Plot of the evaluation metrics, when increasing the
ratio of the real training data used to fine-tune the networks.

best performing model, DGCNN-S4, is biased towards the defect classes, with only 9% correctly predicted non-defective pipes in the real data. This may
be due to some defects occurring quite far into the
pipe, though still visible to the sensor. In these cases
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Figure 8: Confusion matrices of the real data test split, for the PointNet architecture and four data scenarios. Disp. and RR
denotes Displacement and Rubber Ring. respectively.

the effect on the recorded point cloud, such as shadowing, will be quite subtle, and more easily confused
with a normal sewer pipe.

7

CONCLUSION

In this work we investigate the possibility of utilizing
modern geometric deep learning techniques in order
to detect defects in sewer pipes, using a combination
of synthetic and real point cloud data. We compare
two network architectures, PointNet and DGCNN, on
a new publicly available dataset with 17,000 point
clouds and four classes. The dataset is structured
such that the majority of the training and validation
splits consist of synthetic data, with the majority of
the point cloud data of real sewer pipes are reserved
for the test data. We conduct a grid search for the hyperparameters, and train the chosen networks under
four different training data scenarios, in order to investigate the effect of using synthetic and real training
data. We find that the DGCNN networks consistently
outperforms the PointNet baseline, when investigating the confusion matrices and metrics. We also find
that the best performance is achieved using both syn-
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thetic and real training data, specifically when using
the real data to fine-tune a network trained on synthetic data. The trained classifiers are, however, not
perfect, as they tend to favor classifying defects instead of normal pipes. With these findings we show
that both geometric deep learning methods and synthetic training data is viable for training sewer defect
classifiers, though more work is needed for the classifiers to become more stable.
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